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 csv file that I made from CFE and it works perfectly. But when I check it's hex code in BTP form it doesn't work. So I searched
and found out that you can change the hex code from the dBPP form to the DDT form, but I have no idea how it's done. I know

it's possible to build it, since there are previous DDT2000 ones in the dBPP form for some older cars like the Corvair and
Eagle... So my question is, how do you make the DDT2000 - BTP files? Hi, I will try to give as much info as possible, but this is
how I managed to change the hex code from dBPP to DDT, as I said there were previous DDT2000 ones in the dBPP form for
the previous Renault - Megane model, so I copied the hex codes directly from these files. I have also added in the.csv file I've

created the part "Hex + System" that gives me the hex code in the DDT format. I have to repeat I have no idea how to generate
the hex code in BTP format (this is probably why the BTP file doesn't work correctly). I have all my DDT2000 - BTP files

inside a folder. So all I need to know is if this is the proper way to generate the hex code (maybe somebody else has a way that is
better) Code: hex1 = dp; hex2 = dx; hex3 = dy; hex4 = dz; hex5 = dw; Hex1 is the system, Hex2 is the part, Hex3 is the family
and Hex4 and Hex5 are the transponders. Example: hex1 = 0x0002AA16; hex2 = 0x000132A0; hex3 = 0x00013740; hex4 =
0x00013700; hex5 = 0x00013400. My hex code files are located in the folder CarsData/I18N/Hex. This is how I generate the

Hex codes, it works because I already have some previous hex codes inside the folder CarsData/I18N/Hex. This is my first post
here, I have found this forum by mistake and I am very impressed. I have a DDDT2000 82157476af
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